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Abstract

Richards (2006) states that the purpose of learning language is to master the communicative competence,
meaning that by the end of the leaming process, the students should be able to produce proper language in
any genre and in any situation. However, that competence alone, without accompanied by the ability 1o
perform critical thinking will end in the conversation talking about explicit information only. It can not be
denied that understanding the implicit infbrmation r'vill be challenging and making the conversation
interesting. Halpern (cited on l5 March 2015) states that critical thinking refers to the use of cognitive skills
or strategies that increase the probability of a desirable outcome. It is the kind of thinking which is involved
in solving problems- formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods, and making decisions.The purpose of
this article is to show that literary work can be used to develop critical thinking and at the same time is able
to improve the students' English proficiency. Literary works, in this case short stories are good teaching
materials for the purpose since they contain implicit or unsaid information that must be understood by the
students. The idea of developing critical thinking is in line with one of the skills mentioned by Harmer
(2006), that is interpreting text. He says that interpreting text enables the students to see beyond the literat
meaning of words in a passage, using a variety clues to understand rvhat the writer is implying.Thus, it can be
said that literary work can be used as the teaching material to improve both language proficiency and critical
thinking.
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1. Introduction
Leaming foreign language is considered to be something desirable due to the era of globlization.

Many people leam to leam English rvith various purposes. In general, people learning English to be able to
perform the functions of the language properly (Harmer,2006). To be put in more detailed way, the purposes
of people learning En-elish, apart liom academjc reasons, are to be able to mingled in the society in which the
language is spoken, for economic reasons. or for travelling.

To reach the goal mentioned above, teachers of En-elish have to be able to teach both the forms and
functions of the lan-euage to reach communicative competence. In the process of teaching to reach the goal,
the teacher has to build motivation so that the students lvill be rvilling to practise his language in various
kinds of function. To help the students in doing their communicative activities the teacher should not do any
intervention. Let them finish the task and after that. the input or correction can be conducted. The activities
that can be performed in the class are among others, role play or information gap.

In real life. having communicative competence alone is not sufficient to face all the communication
problems. Another important thing in relation to communicative activities is the possession of critical
thinking. Critical thinking refers to the use of cognitive skills or strategies that increase the probability of a

desirable outcome u,hich involves solving problems. formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods- and
making decisions (Halpern. 2002). This is in line s'ith Chance's idea (1986) saying that critical thinking is
the ability to analyse facts, and organise ideas. defends opinions. making comparison, dralving conclusion-
evaluating arguments dan solving problems. When doing communication, the strategy to develop the topic of
discussion into more interesting and challenging discussion can only be done when the critical thinking is
applied. Critical thinkin-eis also called reflective thinking. that is a way of thinking which has active.
persistent and careful judgment on a knorvledge, values based on particular reason (Dewey, 1933). Through
critical thinking- someone can understand the meaning implied r,vithin utterances. This ability rvill lead to the
situation in rvhich misunderstanding can be reduced if not completell, avoided.

Having understood the importance of critical thinking in the sustainability of a communication.
critical thinking becomes the ability' that must be developed. That is why it must be practised through
exercises over the learnin_e period. This paper has the aim at showing hou' the critical thinking can be tlained
through the teaching of Iiterature.
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2. Theories ofLiterature and Language Learning
People use language to communicate about various things rvhich are mostly about their social

environment. This topics can be found in literary work. In literary u'ork. the readers can find various kinds of
information, various kinds of stories about human beings. This is in line with what is said by Momer and
Rausch (1998) saying that literature is the rvriting that can produce pleasure for the readers through all the
devices used and it belongs to a partricular era, language and people. They also say that flction is the creation
of the author's imagination. Eventhough a story is claimed as fiction" it might happen somervhere in the
lvorld with different characters. It is believed that a fiction can be a real made up stor),. ol a mixture betrveen
imagination and facts, or it is factual but is claimed as fiction. Due to the f-acts mentioned above, it can be
said that literary work, in this case short story is a proper material to develop critical thinking. Wimmer
(http://study.com/academy/lesson/short-stories-definition-characteristics-examples.html cited on I I May
2015) states that short stories are fictional works which can have the numbers of ,lvords of I.600 * 20.000
words which can be read in 30 minutes up to two hours. They can talk about various topics and due':o the
fact that they have limited space. they often start without or little prior information. This limited space is.also
one of the causes as why the numbers of characters are limited. This idea leads to the condition that the
material used is the reading text. Harmer (2006) says that there are various skills that can be applied in
reading, for instrance, reading to find general ideas ofa text, reading to find specific information. and reading
to do the interpretation of a text. When somebody interprets a text, she will not try to find the explicit
information, instead she will try to understand the information beyond the text. To be able to do this, she has
to use proper strategy, her related knowledge or schemata so that she can compare or draw conclusion to get
the answer ofher question/s. Thus, the reading done is not reading on the lines (literal), but reading between
the lines (inferential), and reading beyond the lines (evaluative). Reading can have the reasons of rvhat
Harmer (2006) says as instrumental and pleasure. This is because reading can be done both to fulfil a
particular purpose and for fun.

Critical thinking comes into being through a process consisting of a lot of stages
(http:/Avww.wikihow.com/Develop-Critical-Thinking-Skills). In the followings, some relevant stages will be
stated so that clear ideas as what attitudes to develop to be critical thinker can be obtained. Those relevant
attitudes are :

l. Avoid the emotional feelings since they can disturb your clear judgment.
2. Do not accept any information without any judgment eventhough it comes from a prominent figure.
3. Be careful with unspoken rules and with the non verbal behaviour when expressing ideas-
4. Stop thinking whenever under pressure.
5. Try to look at beyond whatever written in the text.
6. Be consistent and logic when considering things.
7. Listen carefully to what people say and when responding try to apply empathy.

The attitude as mentioned above should be applied when reading a literary rvork such as short story
considering that due to limited space, a lot of information is not explicitly stated. Through reading for
interpretation and developing critical thinking, the students will learn a lot of things more rhan just s'har is
r.vritten in the text.However, before reaching this condition. students must understand that the,r' have to
understand the literal information first, and it can only be achieved if they master the language. -l-hus. 

b1

usin-e short story as the teaching material- the students can learn both the language and horv to develop
critical thinking.

3. Data Analysis and Discussion.
As it was mentioned above, the literary work. in this case a short story is used tbr the teaching

material. The story that is used for the example has the title of "The Enemy" written by Pearl S. Buck. The
story is about a Japanese doctor named Sadao and his wil-e Hana rvho lived in a house bl the beach. lt rvas
during the World War Il. Sadao got his medical degree in America and also in that country Sadao met Hanna.
One evening, a wounded American soldier was uashed to the shore by the wave. He rvas actually a prisoner'
who could escape. His name rvas Tom. Sadao decided to help him eventhough Hana and all the servants
disagreed. They were afraid of Sadao helping the enemy. Hana. r.vhether or not she liked it. had to stay and
help her husband to take care of the prisoner. Sadao's operation on the soldier rvas successful. When the
prisoner recovered, Sadao decided to report about the prisoner to the general. The general did not go to \\'ar
because he was suffering from heart problem and he only trusted Sadao to take care of him. This is thc. reason
why both of them did not go to $'ar. When Sadao reported about the prisoner. the General could understand
why Sadao helped the American although he was actually an enemy. Like Sadao, the General used to studl'
in America too. The General promised that he r.vould send an assasin to kill Tom. Horvever. afier several day
waiting. the assasin never came. He forgot to send the assasins because he was still rveak after having
emergency operation to which Sadao was called at night" Sadao decided to let Tom go and provided him
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w'ith a boat to cross the sea to an island where the Korean ship would help him. Tom had to give tr.vo flashes
rvhen he ran out of food before he was saved- one llash when he was okay but still there. Then Sadao
reponed to the General that the prisoner was escaped. The General realized that he did a mistake and to
agrlogize. he rervarded Sadao. However, for Sadao. the real rervard is that when he saw no flash from the
island.

First of all, the teacher can talk about vocabulary and structure of the language to help the students
understand the literal meaning ofthe story. To have better understanding about the story, questions ofwhich
answer are obviously written in the text can be given. The examples of the questions are:

l. Who is Sadao?

He is a Japanese doctorlsurgeon-
2. What is the name of his wife?
His u,ife's name is Hana
3. Where did he get his degree?
in Anterica
4- What was the general suffering from?
He was sufferingfrom heart problem.
5. Who is Tom?
He v'as an American escaped prisoner.
6. Where is the setting of the story?
In Japan.
7. Who are the characters of thge story?
Sadao, Hana, Yummi, the General

All the answers for the questions above rvere clearly stated in the text. After these warming up
questions, the ones that can trigger the critical thinking can be put forward. The examples of the questions
along with the context of situation are as follows.
l. There is a slatement in the text that Sadao mel Hana in America, yet he had to wail to fall in love until he

was sure that she was Japanese. His father vtould nol accept her unless she had been pure in her race.

Question: Why did his father say so about Hana?
The answer ofthe question (l) cannot be found in the entirely text. To find the ansrver, the students

have to think about what characteristics a Japanese woman should have; why a son like Sadao agree that he

has to have a real Japanese as his wife- what is actually meant by pure race ofJapanese. Ifthey cannot have
the source to answer the problems raised to answer question ( I ), the male students can start comparing what
kind of wife they would like to have, they can start to look at their orvn culture and custom, as what kind of
rvife suitable for them. The fenrale students might agree/disagree rvith the dernand. By listening to the
discussion about the comparison, culture and custom, they can come to the answer of question (l). Thus the
answer for question (l) is because both his father and Sadao rvant a \voman rvho rvas not only Japanese by
birth or physic. but has the real chararacters of a Japanaese lvoman also, among others is very obedient to her
husband. The ideal ofa Japanese woman was shorvn from the event when eventhough Hana was scared, was
unhappl'r.vhen her husband helped an enemy, she still helped Sadao taking care ofthe prisoner. Besides. the
story rvould be different ifHana refused to help, Sadao rvould not have the opportunity to shou,that he is a
good doctor and very humanistic. To some extent there might be the argumentation as rvhy female are
demanded to obey her husband without question. This situation may not be applicable in the situation of the
students. Hotvever, the students have to look beyond the text to find the information that the Japanese women
are expected to be obedience.
When related to Iiterary teaching, the related question concerning Hana might be:

What characteristics does Hana posses?

To be able to answer the question- the students have to relate his understanding about the text
combined u,ith their ability to understand the implicit message. The ansrver can be obtained through the
behaviour she showed when eventhough she was not happy when she was asked to help Tom, she did rvhat
hel husband asked her to do. This shows that she is a very obedient lvit-e who rvillingly put aside lvhat she
s,anted to do for the sake ofher obedience.
2. l'umi, one of the maids in Sadao house did not like hennasrcr rc help the enem_v- so she decided to leave
the house. Before lea'ving she said to Hana that when lhe baby ntisses her, Hana could sendfor her. Hov,eter
I{ana said lo herself that she v,ould nol call Yumi hotrever lhe baby cried.

Question 2: Why would Hana said it to herself?
Belbre answering the question. the students might think that it is impossible fbr a person like Yumi

to refuse the order of her master. Is it because she does not want to deal with a dirty bodl', or is it because her
nationality was too strong that she refused to help an enemy, or because she rvas frightened to get punished

by the government for helping the enemy. Yumi said to hana that it was her business to make the prisoner
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au/ake. She said: "l am a poor person and it is not m)' business''. What does it actuaiy have to do betrveen
being asked to help unconscious person and Yumi's statement. The students have to be carcful in analvsing
the statement. In real life there are quite numbers of poor people who still have pride. Yumi is one example
of those. She knew that she rvas paid by Sadao and Hana. but that does not mean they could ask her to do
whatever they want. The instruction was asainst her rvill. She did it because like the other servants in the
house, she was loyal to her country. And her loyalty defeated his obedience to her master. However. this
disobedience had hurt hana's feeling, that is rvhy she said, no matter what, she rvould never ask for help from
Yumi.
Thus it is her dignity that made Hana refuse to call Yumi no matter hou' hard the baby cried. This question
can be made to prove that dignity can be possessed by anybody ofany social status.
3. After helping Tom, Sadao reported to the General about it. Surprisingly the General seemed very
understandable, he was not angry and said that it was lhe reason why Sadao was indespensable.

Question 5: Why wasn't the general angry to Sadao, and what kind of character does it shorv.
During the repoft there is a conversation betvreen Sadao and the General. The General who knerv

that Sadao took his degree in America, believed that there was special bound between Sadao and the

"american people. He could understand it, moreover, the General himself used to study in America too. But
for Sadao, that was not his reason. He said that after operating a badly u,ounded man with such success ....... .

He could not finish his words because the General interrupt by saying that is why he eanrlot replace Sadao
from being his doctor. By saying this, he admit that Sadao was the best doctor and the General saved the best
one to take care of himself. rather than sending him to rvar to take care of the wounded soldiers. Another
reason why he did not punish Sadao lbr helping an enem:v was not because they both studied in America, but
it was more to keep Sadao on his side to help him lvhenever he had problem with his health. Considering all
these situations, it carr be concluded that the General vvas actually a selfish person. His being selfish was
strengthened by the fact that he forgot to send assasin to Sadao's house because he was too busy to think of
his health.The discussion above can also be used to answer related question like:
What kind of person is Sadao?

Nothing in the short story mentions about Sadao characters. However his characters can be decided
through making use of'u'hat the other characters say, his attitude. his decision. When sadao helped the
enemy, Yumi and the other servants said that Sadao already forgot aboui his country since both Sadao and
hana used to live in America for a long time. Sadao was upset rvhen he heard this and he later proved that it
was his job as a doctor that made him save the needed, no matter rvhere the person came from. He rvas loyal
to his profession and this indicates that he u'as a good doctor. After helping the enemy and saved Tom's live.
he reported about this to the General and this means that he rvas doing his duty as a Japanese and at the same
time his eagerness to get rid of Tom was because he did not want Hana rvorried about keeping an enemy in
their house. This shorvs that Sadao was a loyal citizen and caring husband. His decision to help Tom
eventhough throu-eh silent disagreement from his wife and his servants shou's that he was a strong minded
p€rson.
4.During the process of helping the Prisoner, Sadao v,as doubting himself as v,nyL he should help lhe enemy,
He also shows diferent attitude lowards lhe prisoner.

Question 4: What is actually happening in his mind and what does it prove at the end?
When Sadao decided to help the Enemy- he experienced the pro and against in his mind. It has been

explained above as rvhat kind of person Sadao is. The fact that he is a Japanese, a citizen of a country that
was in the middle of war with America, put him into a dilemma. However. his lo1'al to his oath as a doctor
who had to save life instead of taking it- made him fbrget about the rvar. There rvas nothing that could make
him happier than knorving that someone he rvas saving rvas sal'e. After Tom lr,as safb. again Sadao reported
about his "escape: to the General rvho realized that it was his fault. The General rer.varded Sadao but it rvas
given given lbr Sadao's willingness not to tell anybody about the General's breaking his promise to send
assasin to kill Tom rvhich led to his escape. lt can also be proved at the end that it rvas not the reward from
the General that made hirn happ1". but the f'act that Tom rvas safe u'as a real reward for him. Another thing
that can prove that Sadao u,as a good man was his question rvhy he could not kill Tom- but helped him to
escape. He did not realize that his conscience that stopped him from killing people.

Since all the ansrvers of the given questions \\,ere not stated in the story'. the application of the rules
as horv to be a good critical thinker must be done.For instance. the students have to have clear idea as r.vhy a

Japanese doctor should help an eneml instead olleaving him to die. Thel might think fiom dilferent point of
vie"v considering they come fiom different back-eround rvith difterent experiences. Malbe some ol them
think that helping an enemy is very risky' since he might kill .he one helping him. others might think that the
main job ol- a doctor is to save life. They should put aside their own personal judgment and use all the
information -eiven in the textto find the solution of the argument. Do not just rell'on the given information.
but try to make it sensible by making use of their knowledge. When expressing the idea. for instance why a
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r.vit-e should obey her husband, the students needs to start looking at the situation from the point of vier.v of
the Japanese. What is not logic in their culture is not necessarily illogical in Japanese culture. Obeying
hr-rsbands is a good thing to do. then when any student is expressing the idea about feminism, be careful for
not making it a kind of provocation. Listen carefully to what other students say and make a logical, and
consistent respond. Thus critical thinking can be well developed when the situation of the class is
comlbftable. in r.vhich the students are tiee to express their ideas, however in proper manner.

4. Conclusion and Suggestion
Based on the discussion above. it can be said that critical thinking is very much needed and must be

developed. The reason lbr this is that without the ability of critical thingking, the communicators can only
understand the explicit information, while in reality, there are a lot of implicit meaning that must be
understood to avoid miscommunication. Through the use of literary work, the students can be trained to use
all the environment either insi-de or outside the text so that they could understand the unsaid utterance.
Teachers and students have greaL-responsibility to develop the critical thinking. Teachers can provide the
students with questions oiwhich answers are not explicitly stated, develop the habit of making use of all the
information, and providing the comfortable situation of the class while students can do the reading, listening,
discussion, and drawing conclusion about the -questionslproblems offered by the teachers.
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